Special Multi-Modal Technical Tour  
**Sunday, July 12, 2020 | 7:30am – 9:30am**  
Louisville, Kentucky  
Fee: included in registration but sign-up required

Join us for a special early morning walk/ride technical tour on Sunday morning, July 12th. Kentucky Transportation Cabinet personnel will discuss both preventative maintenance efforts and other operations and maintenance challenges for the Louisville-Southern Indiana Ohio River Bridges Project while we walk the 2.7 miles from the Omni Hotel to the Indiana side of the Ohio River. Construction of the Ohio River Bridges Project was completed in December of 2016. It included building the new Abraham Lincoln Bridge and rehabilitating the Kennedy Bridge which carries the I-65. The Project also included building the Lewis and Clark Bridge to the East, which includes a tunnel as part of the approach work. The Big 4 Bridge provides a clear view of the Abraham Lincoln Bridge so we will be able to see it while it is being discussed.

When we reach Indiana, Kapsch TrafficCom, the toll operator for the Project, will pick us up and describe the toll operations and maintenance efforts while we drive across the Lewis and Clark Bridge and through the tunnel. After we drive the project, the bus will make a stop at the service project to drop off those who would like to participate and will then return to the hotel to drop off everyone else.